Factor IX ectopically expressed in platelets can be stored in α-granules and corrects the phenotype of hemophilia B mice
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Abstract

We developed 2bF9 transgenic mice in a hemophilia B mouse model with the expression of human factor IX (FIX) under control of the platelet-specific integrin αIIb promoter, to determine whether ectopically expressing FIX in megakaryocytes can enable the storage of FIX in platelet α-granules and corrects the murine hemophilia B phenotype. FIX was detected in the platelets and plasma of 2bF9 transgenic mice by both antigen and activity assays. About 90% of total FIX in blood was stored in platelets, most of which is releasable upon activation of platelets. Immuno-staining demonstrated that FIX was expressed in platelets and megakaryocytes and stored in α-granules. All 2bF9 transgenic mice survived tail clipping, suggesting that platelet-derived FIX normalizes hemostasis in the hemophilia B mouse model. This protection can be transferred by bone marrow transplantation or platelet transfusion. However, unlike our experience with platelet FVIII, the efficacy of platelet-derived FIX was limited in the presence of anti-FIX inhibitory antibodies. These results demonstrate that releasable FIX can be expressed and stored in platelet α-granules, and that platelet-derived FIX can correct the bleeding phenotype in hemophilia B mice. Our studies suggest that targeting FIX expression to platelets could be a new gene therapy strategy for hemophilia B.
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Introduction

Hemophilia B is an X-linked, recessive bleeding disorder that results from a deficiency of blood coagulation factor IX (FIX). Gene therapy is an attractive alternative for hemophilia B treatment because it may provide a continuous level of FIX expressed from the genetically modified cells. Currently, the most common gene therapy strategy for hemophilia B trials attempts to produce FIX with constitutive secretion into plasma to achieve therapeutic effects. Muscle and liver are the two main targets for hemophilia B gene therapy using AAV vector.\textsuperscript{1-4} The development of inhibitory antibodies against the exogenous protein or the viral vector remains a major problem in clinical gene transfer trials.\textsuperscript{5}

Platelets, which are produced through hematopoiesis by budding off from megakaryocytes,\textsuperscript{6} can be a unique target for gene therapy for some diseases due to their special characteristics serving as both storage “depot” and trafficking “vehicle”. \(\alpha\)-granules are the most numerous storage granules in platelets and many different kinds of protein are stored in \(\alpha\)-granules.\textsuperscript{7} These proteins are either synthesized in platelets or endocytosed from plasma, and they can be secreted following stimulation.\textsuperscript{8,9} Recent evidence indicates that there are different types of \(\alpha\)-granules containing different proteins with distinct functions.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Previous work on factor VIII (FVIII) in hemophilia A mice done by our group and others has demonstrated that targeting FVIII expression to platelets results in storage of FVIII in
α-granules,\textsuperscript{12-15} and that this corrects murine hemophilia A even in the presence of high titers of anti-FVIII inhibitory antibodies.\textsuperscript{15;16} Although co-expression with the FVIII carrier protein, von Willebrand factor (VWF), is important for optimal FVIII synthesis and/or storage in platelets, FVIII can still be stored in α-granules even in the absence of VWF.\textsuperscript{15;17} These results suggest that α-granules can serve as a storage pool for proteins and can be used as part of a gene therapy strategy. Normally, FIX is synthesized in hepatocytes and is secreted constitutively into the blood circulation. We wanted to explore expression of FIX in platelets to determine if FIX is stored, released, and effective. We hypothesize that expressing FIX in platelets will enable storage of FIX in platelet α-granules and that it will be locally released upon injury, increasing FIX concentration at the local injury site. We developed transgenic mice on a FIX deficient (FIX\textsuperscript{null}) background with the expression of FIX under control of the platelet integrin αIIb gene promoter. With this transgenic mouse model, we examined the properties and activity of platelet-derived FIX, and evaluated its efficacy.
Materials and methods

Vector construction
The human FIX cDNA was previously developed by Walsh and co-workers. An *XhoI* site was introduced at the 5’ end of the FIX cDNA by site-directed mutagenesis. FIX cDNA was excised by *XhoI* and *SalI* and subcloned into plasmid αIIb-pCIneo generated in our laboratory previously, placing the FIX cDNA under control of the αIIb promoter (2bF9). The 2bF9 expression cassette was then excised by *I-PpoI* and *SalI* and cloned into lentiviral vector pWPT-2bF8 in place of the 2bF8 cassette (Figure 1A). 2bF9 lentivirus (2bF9 LV) was packaged using a similar approach to that previously described for 2bF8 LV.

Animal procedures
Animal studies were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Medical College of Wisconsin. Transgenic mice were generated in the Transgenic Core Facility of the Blood Research Institute and Medical College of Wisconsin. All mice used in this study were on the C57BL/6 background. Isoflurane or 2.5% avertin was used for anesthesia.

Lentivirus-mediated transgenesis. 2bF9 transgenic mice were produced by lentivirus-mediated transgenesis as reported. Briefly, fertilized eggs were collected from the oviducts of wild type C57BL/6 mice. Approximately 10 to 100 pl of concentrated 2bF9 LV was injected into the perivitelline space of single-cell mouse embryos. After 24
hours incubation at 37°C, a maximal 30 two-cell stage embryos were transferred into 0.5D pseudopregnant females and then gestation was allowed to continue until pups were born. Transgene positive mice were identified by PCR analysis of blood-derived genomic DNA using primers in the αIIb promoter and the first exon of FIX cDNA (Forward: 5’-AGGTAGCCTTGCAGAAGTTGGTCG-3’; Reverse: 5’-ACATTCAAGCAGTAGATATCCTAAA-3’). 2bF9 transgenic mice were then bred with FIXnull mice (Jackson Lab, Bar Harbor, ME) to generate single copy 2bF9 transgenic mice on a FIXnull background. The copy number of 2bF9 transgene was determined by quantitative real-time PCR as previously described13,20 using primers (Forward: 5’-GAACCTTGAGAGAGAATGTATGGAAGA-3’; Reverse: 5’-GCAACTGCGCCATTTAAC-3’) specific for sequence located within the FIX region of the vector to determined copy number of proviral LV DNA. All transgenic mice used in this study were transgene heterozygous.

**Bone marrow transplantation (BMT).** BMT was performed as previously reported15,16 using 1 x 10⁷ BM mononuclear cells isolated from donor mice for transplant into lethally irradiated recipients by retro-orbital venous injection in a volume of 400 ul per mouse. BM mononuclear cells from FIXnull mice were used as a transplant control. Recipient mice were analyzed beginning at 3 weeks after BMT.

**Mouse immunization to human FIX.** Mouse immunization was performed by intraperitoneal injection of 200 U/kg recombinant hFIX (rhFIX) (BeneFIX, Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, Madison, NJ) in the presence of adjuvant (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Two
or three injections were given at 3 week intervals. Mouse plasma was collected 10 days after the last immunization to determine the titer of FIX antibodies by ELISA and Bethesda assay.

**Splenocyte transplantation (SPT).** SPT was performed as previously described. Donor mice for SPT were immunized with rhFIX three times before transplantation. Splenocytes of immunized FIXnull mice were isolated and transplanted into sublethally irradiated recipients by retro-orbital injection. Two weeks after transplantation, recipients were analyzed for the titer of FIX antibodies and phenotypic correction by tail clip test.

**Integration site analysis**

The 2bF9 transgene integration site was determined by inverse PCR. Details are provided in the supplemental data.

**FIX assays**

**FIX antigen (FIX:Ag) assay.** Blood samples were collected from mice and plasma or platelet isolation was performed as previously described. Platelet lysate was prepared by lysing platelet pellets in 100 μl of 0.5% CHAPS (the zwitterionic detergent, 3-[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-1-propanesulfonate, MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) per 10⁸ platelets. Platelet releasate was prepared as previously described. FIX:Ag was measured using a human FIX specific ELISA. A 96-well plate was coated with a mouse-anti-hFIX monoclonal antibody (AHIX-5041, Haematologic Technologies, Essex Junction, VT) at 2 μg/ml and incubated at 4°C overnight. One hundred microliters of
diluted plasma, platelet lysate, or platelet releasate were added to the anti-hFIX-coated plate and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. An affinity purified HRP conjugated goat-anti-hFIX polyclonal antibody (Affinity Biologicals Inc., Ancaster, ON, Canada) was used as a detecting antibody. Normal human reference plasma (Precision BioLogic, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada) was used as the standard. This assay is human FIX specific and does not cross-react with mouse FIX. Platelets or plasma from wild type mice and FIXnull mice were used as negative controls.

**FIX activity (FIX:C) assays.** FIX:C was determined by a chromogenic assay and the APTT assay (Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time). The FIX:C chromogenic assay was performed using the BIOPHEN Factor IX kit (Aniara, Mason, Ohio) follow the manufacturer’s instructions. APTT assays were performed on a STart 4 Hemostasis Analyzer (Diagnostica Stago, France). Details are provided in the supplemental data. A standard curve was constructed using serial dilutions of normal human reference plasma in appropriate buffer.

**Quantification of antibodies to FIX.** Anti-hFIX antibodies were quantitated by ELISA. A 96-well plate was coated with 1U/ml rhFIX. 100 μl diluted mouse plasma (1:100 in Tris-BSA) were added in duplicate wells and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours. Bound antibodies were detected by an HRP conjugated goat-anti-mouse IgG antibody (Pierce, Rockford, IL) at 1:3000 for 2 hours. The plate was developed with OPD substrate and read at 490 nm. A standard curve was constructed by plotting a known amount of anti-human FIX monoclonal antibody AHIX-5041.
Quantification of FIX inhibitory antibodies. The titers of FIX inhibitory antibodies were determined by modified Bethesda assay.\textsuperscript{21} Sequential dilutions of mouse plasma were incubated with an equal volume of normal human plasma at 37\textdegree C for 2 hours and residual FIX:C was subsequently measured using the chromogenic assay. One Bethesda unit (BU) is the amount of antibody that will inactivate 50\% of normal human FIX:C.

Immuno-staining and western blot analysis of FIX

The localization of FIX transgene protein in 2bF9 mice was determined by immunofluorescent confocal microscopy, immunogold-labeled electron microscopy (EM), and immunohistochemical (IHC) staining. The physical properties of FIX were analyzed by western blot. Details are provided in the supplemental data.

Phenotypic correction

Tail clip survival tests were performed to assess phenotypic correction as previously described.\textsuperscript{15} Eight- to twenty-week-old mice were selected for the test. For BMT recipients, the test was performed 8 weeks after BMT. For splenocyte-recipient mice, the test was performed 5 to 6 weeks after transplantation. For platelet or rhFIX infusion studies, infusions were performed by retro-orbital injections. Tail clipping was carried out 10 minutes, 24 hours, and 48 hours after platelet infusion or 5 minutes after rhFIX infusion. Whole blood clotting time (CT) was determined by rotational thromboelastometry (ROTEM) analysis. Details are provided in the supplemental data.

Statistical analysis
All results are shown as mean ± SD and the significance of differences was evaluated by a two-tailed Student’s t-test. $P < .05$ was considered statistically significant.
Results

**Generation of 2bF9 transgenic mice**

2bF9 LV in which hFIX cDNA is under control of the αIIb promoter was used to generate 2bF9 transgenic mice. Five founder mice were identified as transgene positive by PCR analysis (Figure 1B). FIX expression was demonstrated in the platelets of the 5 founders by platelet lysate FIX:Ag assay. The detection limit of this assay is 0.04 mU/10^8 platelets. The FIX:Ag in the founders ranged from 0.05 to 0.82 mU/10^8 platelets. The FIX:C in platelet lysates were determined by APTT assay. The FIX:C levels were comparable to their corresponding FIX:Ag levels, except for 2 founders with lower FIX:Ag levels that had undetectable FIX:C (Figure 1C).

**FIX expression in 2bF9 transgenic mice**

The founders were mated with FIX^{null} mice to breed 2bF9 transgene into a hemophilia B mouse model. Two lines of 2bF9 transgenic mice with one copy of 2bF9 transgene per haploid genome stably expressing FIX in platelets were chosen for the subsequent studies. The platelet FIX:Ag in the 2 lines was 0.7 ± 0.1 mU/10^8 platelets (named 2bF9-L, derived from HW1474) and 14.4 ± 2.9 mU/10^8 platelets (named 2bF9-H, derived from HW1473) (Figure 2A). Single 2bF9 transgene integration sites were determined in the 2 lines by inverse PCR (Figure 1D). The transgene insertion site of 2bF9-L mice is on chromosome 7, within the third intron of the sterile alpha motif domain containing 4B (Samd4b) gene. The transgene is in reverse transcriptional orientation to the gene. For 2bF9-H mice, the insertion site is in an intergenic region of chromosome 15. The nearest
flanking genes are a hypothetical gene \textit{D15Mgi27}, 4.3 kb from the 3’ end of the transgene, and extra spindle poles-like 1 (\textit{Espl1}) gene, 10.9 kb from the 5’ end of the transgene. The transgene was in reverse transcriptional orientation to both of these genes.

By assuming plasma is 50% of the whole blood volume and the average platelet number of 2bF9 transgenic mice is approximately 7 \times 10^8 platelets/ml, the levels of platelet FIX:Ag in the two lines is equivalent to approximately 1% and 20% of FIX in normal whole blood, respectively. To ensure this platelet FIX can be released following agonist-induced platelet activation, platelets from 2bF9 mice were incubated with agonist mixture (epinephrine, ADP and the thrombin receptor-activation peptide) or buffer control. The releasates and residual platelets were collected after stimulation for the FIX:Ag assay. About 75.7 ± 6.3% and 86.7 ± 1.5% of platelet FIX in 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice, respectively, were released under agonist stimulation (Figure 2B), demonstrating that most of the platelet FIX is releasable.

The functional activity of platelet FIX was examined by both APTT assay and chromogenic assay (Figure 2C). We found that the chromogenic assay gave higher sensitivity and less variable results. Comparing FIX:C to FIX:Ag, platelet FIX had greater than 75% activity relative to antigen for both 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice. This suggests that most of the FIX can undergo $\gamma$-carboxylation in mouse platelets. To evaluate the properties of platelet FIX protein, mouse platelet lysates and releasates were analyzed by western blot for FIX. The results show that the apparent molecular weight of platelet FIX is slightly larger than normal human plasma FIX (Figure 2D), which agrees
with a previous *in vitro* study done in a human haematopoietic cell line by others, suggesting the existence of a different pattern of glycosylation in megakaryocytes as compared to the normal FIX synthesis in hepatocytes.

FIX:Ag was also detectable in the plasma of 2bF9 transgenic mice. The average levels were $1.0 \pm 0.3$ mU/ml and $24.3 \pm 7.3$ mU/ml in 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice, respectively (Figure 2E). The detection limit of this assay is 0.08 mU/ml. To evaluate the distribution of FIX between plasma and platelets, we normalized FIX:Ag levels to total whole blood FIX content and compared platelet-lysate FIX:Ag to total FIX:Ag. About 90% of whole blood FIX was stored in platelets of both 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice (Figure 2F).

**The localization of FIX in 2bF9 transgenic platelets**

To address the localization of FIX protein in platelets, immunofluorescent confocal microscopy was performed to visualize FIX in transgenic platelets. FIX was detected in the platelets of 2bF9 transgenic mice and appeared to be co-localized with mouse endogenous VWF as observed in merged images of FIX and VWF staining (Figure 3A-F), suggesting an α-granule localization. No FIX was detected in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (Figure 3G-L).

Electron microscopy was performed to further confirm the intracellular localization of FIX in 2bF9 transgenic platelets. The results demonstrated that FIX was stored in α-granules together with VWF (Figure 3M-N). FIX was absent from platelets of FIXnull control mice but VWF storage appeared normal (Figure 3O-P).
To determine if FIX was expressed in megakaryocytes in BM, femoral bone marrow from 2bF9-H and FIXnull mice was examined by IHC staining. FIX staining was clearly observed in megakaryocytes of 2bF9-H mice, but no observable FIX staining was found in other BM cells examined (Figure 3Q). No staining of FIX was observed in megakaryocytes in FIXnull mice (Figure 3R) or isotype controls (Figure 3S).

**BMT from 2bF9 mice to FIXnull mice**

To determine whether the clinical efficacy of 2bF9 can be transferred by hematopoietic stem cells, we transplanted BM mononuclear cells from 2bF9 transgenic mice into lethally irradiated FIXnull mice. As expected, the levels of platelet FIX:Ag in recipients were similar to their corresponding donor mice (0.7 ± 0.1 mU/10⁸ platelets in BMT-L mice and 15.4 ± 2.2 mU/10⁸ platelets in BMT-H mice, Figure 2A). FIX:Ag was also detected in the plasma of recipients. No difference of plasma FIX:Ag was found between BMT-L and 2bF9-L mice (Figure 2E). The level of plasma FIX:Ag in BMT-H mice (10.8 ± 2.7 mU/ml) was significantly lower than in 2bF9-H donors (P < .01, Figure 2E). Consequently, the proportion of total FIX stored in platelets was higher in BMT-H mice than in 2bF9-H mice (95% vs. 90%, P < .01, Figure 2F). To determine whether this phenomenon was caused by the development of FIX antibodies, we measured FIX antibodies in the plasma of BMT recipients by ELISA. No FIX antibody was detected in either BMT-L or BMT-H mice, suggesting that the decrease of plasma FIX in BMT-H recipients was not caused by host immunity.
To explore whether the plasma FIX in 2bF9 mice is still maintained after the endogenous BM cells were ablated, we transplanted BM mononuclear cells from FIXnull mice into lethally irradiated 2bF9-H mice (named FIXnull/2bF9-H). FIX:Ag in platelets and plasma was measured 5 weeks after transplantation. As expected, no FIX:Ag was detected in the platelets of recipients, while FIX:Ag was still detected in the plasma (14.9 ± 1.4 mU/ml, n = 6), with a level lower than that in 2bF9-H mice (P < .01), indicating this portion of plasma FIX might not originate from platelets or other BM-derived cells, but from some other as-yet undetermined cell type. We also collected organs from FIXnull/2bF9-H mice and analyzed the FIX expression by quantitative real-time RT-PCR (qRT-PCR), IHC, ELISA, and western blot. The transgene mRNA was detected by qRT-PCR with the highest level in liver, which was only 0.0017-fold of that in 2bF9 transgenic platelets, followed by lung and kidney, with only a trace amount in the heart (Supplemental figure 1). No FIX protein was detected by IHC in any of these tissues (Supplemental figure 2). FIX was also not detected by ELISA or western blot in tissue lysates (data not shown).

The fact that FIX antibody was undetectable in both BMT-L and BMT-H mice suggests that FIX expression driven by the αIIb promoter did not elicit a measurable immune response in recipient mice. To further investigate whether the recipients were tolerized to FIX, we immunized mice with rhFIX in the presence of adjuvant. After two immunizations, 3 out of 6 BMT-L mice developed anti-FIX antibodies, but no BMT-H mice developed FIX antibody. In the controls, all of the immunized FIXnull mice developed high levels of FIX antibodies. No 2bF9-L or 2bF9-H transgenic mice developed FIX antibody (Figure 4).
Phenotypic correction by platelet-derived FIX

To determine whether platelet-derived FIX can improve hemostasis in hemophilia B mice, we challenged 2bF9 mice and BMT mice with tail clip survival tests. Like wild-type mice, all of the 2bF9-L, 2bF9-H, BMT-L, and BMT-H mice survived the tail clipping challenge, while only 1 out of 11 FIXnull mice and 1 out of 6 BMT-FIXnull (FIXnull mice received BMT from FIXnull mice) control mice survived the same challenge (Figure 5A-B). In the 2bF9-L mice, the total blood FIX is equivalent to only 1.1% of the FIX in normal whole blood. To determine whether a similar level of FIX in plasma can have the same effect, we infused FIXnull mice with rhFIX to a whole blood level of 1.6%, and then challenged the mice with tail clipping. In contrast to 2bF9-L, none of the 5 rhFIX-infused FIXnull mice survived tail clipping (Figure 5A).

To further investigate the function of platelet-derived FIX, clotting time (CT) was determined by ROTEM analysis. In contrast to FIXnull mice, the mean CT was shortened from 2357 seconds to 1109 seconds in 2bF9-H mice ($P < .01$). There were no significant differences between WT and 2bF9-H in wild-type background (2bF9-H/WT) in which normal murine FIX is expressed in addition to platelet FIX ($P = .46$) (Figure 5C).

To examine whether ectopic platelet FIX expression would interfere with normal-platelet function or potentially causes prothrombotic complications, we kept four 2bF9-H mice in a wild-type background and monitored them for more than 1.5 years. All of the mice were healthy until the end of the study with no overt evidence of tumors or health
problems relate to thrombogenesis. Litter size and survival rate for transgene positive mice was the same as transgene negatives. These observations together with the data we obtained from ROTEM analysis suggest that the current FIX expression levels do not cause any notable gross defects of platelet function and the level is safe for the mice.

To further confirm the benefit of platelet FIX in phenotypic correction, platelets from 2bF9-H mice were transfused into FIXnull mice to attain a 30% proportion of total recipient platelets, and groups of mice were then challenged by tail clipping 10 min, 24 hours, and 48 hours after the infusion. All three groups survived tail clipping. No FIXnull control mice that received FIXnull platelets survived the same challenge (Figure 5D). These results demonstrate that platelet FIX can be transferred not only by BMT but also by platelet infusion alone.

To assess if platelet-derived FIX is still functional in the presence of FIX inhibitory antibodies, we repeated the platelet infusion study with rhFIX immunized FIXnull mice, which had developed FIX inhibitory antibodies. None of these mice survived tail clipping after platelet infusion (Figure 5D). We also transplanted splenocytes from immunized FIXnull mice into sublethally irradiated 2bF9-H mice. Two weeks after transplantation, all recipients developed FIX inhibitory antibodies with titers between 1 BU/ml and 124 BU/ml. At 5 to 6 weeks, the inhibitor titers had decreased in all of the recipients, and in 3 mice had dropped to less than 1 BU/ml. At this time, tail clip survival tests were performed. The 3 mice which had inhibitor titers less than 1 BU/ml survived tail clipping, while only 2 of 10 mice with inhibitor titers higher than 1 BU/ml survived the test (Figure 5E). Platelet counts in both of these groups were normal (data not shown). The
measured platelet FIX:Ag levels in splenocyte recipients were lower than pre-transplant levels (data not shown), but this was believed to be due to interference in the ELISA assay by the inhibitory antibodies.
Discussion

As a monogenic disorder, hemophilia B is an excellent candidate for gene therapy. Sustained therapeutic expression of FIX has been achieved in preclinical studies using various gene transfer technologies targeted at different tissues, all of which rely on correcting the level of plasma FIX, but the results from clinical trials were less promising due to immune response problems. Our studies of FVIII have demonstrated that targeting FVIII expression to platelets can result in a therapeutic, releasable pool in platelet \( \alpha \)-granules that corrects the murine hemophilia A phenotype even in the face of inhibitory antibodies. We wanted to know whether a similar approach can be applied to gene therapy of hemophilia B and hemophilia B with inhibitors. In the current study, we developed transgenic mice expressing FIX under control of the platelet \( \alpha \text{IIb} \) promoter. We demonstrated that targeting expression of FIX under control of the \( \alpha \text{IIb} \) promoter results in the releasable storage of FIX in platelet \( \alpha \)-granules with a small proportion of constitutively secreted FIX in plasma. Platelet-derived FIX was shown to ameliorate the bleeding phenotype in murine hemophilia B mice, but may have limited clinically efficacy in the presence of inhibitory antibodies.

About 90% of the total FIX in 2bF9 transgenic mice is stored in platelets and most of this is releasable when platelets are activated by agonist stimulation. Confocal microscopy and EM studies demonstrated that FIX was colocalized with endogenous VWF in platelet \( \alpha \)-granules. Unlike FVIII, for which VWF is a carrier protein, no platelet proteins were found to directly associate with FIX by co-immunoprecipitation of platelet lysates (data
not shown). Studies of FVIII have shown that VWF is important for optimizing platelet-FVIII expression and/or storage, but the storage of FVIII still occurs, albeit at a lower level, even in the absence of VWF. Recent studies have shown that not all general secretory proteins are packaged within secretory granules when synthesized by megakaryocytes. Fukami and co-workers showed that factor VII (FVII), which is also a vitamin K-dependent protein and shares a high degree of structural and sequence homology with FIX, is found in the cytoplasm rather than in granular storage when targeted to the platelet lineage. The storage difference between FIX and FVII is interesting but the mechanisms are still not yet known. The releasable storage of transgene products makes platelets a unique target for gene therapy of hemophilia because coagulation protein (FVIII or FIX) will be delivered to the right place at the right time, where and when it is needed. The local concentration of these proteins might therefore be greater than if the same concentration of protein were just in plasma.

In 2bF9-L mice, total FIX in blood including platelet FIX (90%) and plasma FIX (10%) is only about 1.1% of FIX in normal whole blood. But even this very low level of 2bF9 transgenic FIX protein is sufficient to normalize hemostasis in the tail clip injury model, while a similar level of rhFIX infused in plasma does not have the same efficacy. This demonstrates the advantage of platelet-stored FIX, which can be released under platelet activation, locally increasing the level of FIX at the site of injury and providing improved local hemostatic effectiveness. Furthermore, the life span of platelets is 12 days, but the t_{1/2} of circulating free FIX is only 18 hours. In our studies, the protective effect of platelet FIX can last for 48 hours after platelet infusion, demonstrating the efficacy of
platelet FIX may be maintained longer than plasma FIX. In addition, the existence of a small amount of plasma FIX in 2bF9 gene-transferred animals might be of extra benefit for hemostasis at the site of injury. The level of platelet FIX in 2bF9-H mice is 14.4 mU/10^8 platelets, which is 20-fold higher than that in 2bF9-L mice. We maintained some 2bF9-H mice on a wild type background. Although this kind of situation would not occur in the clinic, it is of note that platelet FIX on a wild type mouse background was not thrombogenic at least at this level of expression.

About 10% of the total FIX in 2bF9 transgenic mice is found in plasma. A similar level of plasma FIX was detected in BMT-L, but a lower level of plasma FIX was seen in BMT-H mice, indicating that this proportion of plasma FIX is derived from hematopoietic cells, while the higher plasma levels measured in BM donors (2bF9-H) may also be derived from other sources. Immunofluorescent confocal microscopy of platelets and IHC staining of BM cells demonstrated that FIX was found only in platelets and megakaryocytes, but not in peripheral mononuclear cells or other BM cells. Therefore, this plasma FIX might be “leaked” from platelet lineage cells because no other protein associates with and helps retain platelet FIX, unlike FVIII, which binds to endogenous platelet VWF that is naturally stored in α-granules. The fact that plasma FIX was decreased in BMT-H, along with the observation that plasma FIX was detected in FIX^{null}/2bF9-H mice, is indicative that some fraction of plasma FIX in 2bF9-H mice probably originates from expression of FIX in non-BM-derived cells. A small amount of 2bF9 transgene mRNA was detected by qRT-PCR in several tested organs, but protein was not detected in those tissues. The GPIIb gene and αIIb promoter have been
demonstrated to be megakaryocyte-platelet specific by many researchers, but GPIIb has also been found on immature hematopoietic progenitors and mast cells. It has been reported that, in adult mice, several extramedullary tissues were identified as hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell-containing organs, including the liver, spleen, muscle, thoracic duct, and adipose tissue. Thereby, it is still not clear whether the plasma FIX in 2bF9 mice is due to the nature of the promoter, expression in extramedullary hematopoietic progenitors, or the transgene construct we used.

Although platelet-derived FIX was clinically effective, platelet-derived FIX has limited efficacy in the presence of anti-FIX inhibitory antibodies. In splenocyte transplantation experiments, platelet FIX was still detectable in recipient mice even though they developed FIX inhibitory antibodies, demonstrating that within the insulating environment of platelet storage, FIX was protected from destruction due to inhibitory antibodies in circulation. Furthermore, they were not thrombocytopenic. In contrast to our observations in FVIII studies, 2bF9 mice with inhibitors were less likely to survive tail clipping, indicating that FIX was inhibited quickly once released by platelets. It is known that inhibitory antibodies against FIX are not time and temperature dependent, which is supported by our in vitro studies (data not shown) as well. Unlike FVIII, which binds to and is protected by the VWF carrier protein in plasma, no protein protects FIX in plasma, so antibodies can freely bind to FIX once they encounter each other in the plasma when FIX is released from activated platelets. This may be the reason why platelet FIX behaves differently from platelet FVIII in the face of inhibitory antibodies.
Although platelet-derived FIX does not maintain its clinical efficacy in the face of inhibitory antibodies, targeting FIX expression to platelets should still be an attractive potential strategy for gene therapy of hemophilia B. BMT from 2bF9 mice into lethally irradiated FIXnull recipients demonstrates that phenotypic correction is maintained with exclusively hematopoietic expression of 2bF9 with neither inhibitory nor non-inhibitory antibody development. Chang and co-workers have recently reported that targeting FIX expression to erythrocytes results in therapeutic levels of plasma FIX and immune tolerance. Therefore, the plasma FIX in 2bF9 genetic modified mice may be beneficial in immune tolerance induction. This will be further investigated by our group. Platelet infusion studies showed that the clinical efficacy can be maintained at least for 48 hours even when only a fraction (30%) of the circulating platelets contain FIX. This level should be achievable because our previous study has demonstrated that our lentivirus-mediated platelet-specific gene transfer system can efficiently introduce transgene expression in greater than 50% of megakaryocytes. Our FVIII studies have demonstrated that lentivirus-mediated BM transduction and syngeneic BMT can efficiently introduce transgene FVIII expression in the platelet lineage, resulting in therapeutic levels of platelet-FVIII in hemophilia A mice. A similar approach will be applied to 2bF9 gene transfer to explore the feasibility of platelet-derived FIX gene therapy of hemophilia B.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that storage of FIX in platelet α-granules can be achieved by ectopically expressing FIX in the platelet lineage. Activation of platelets releases FIX, which is effective in correcting the phenotype of hemophilia B even at a
very low expression levels. Ectopically expressing FIX in platelets could be a new choice in the gene therapy for hemophilia B. An *Ex vivo* 2bF9 genetic modification of hematopoietic stem cells followed by autologous-transplantation strategy could be effective for hemophilia B patients. Furthermore, our studies demonstrated that the function of platelet FIX is maintained at least for 48 hours after infusion. If *ex vivo* production of platelets were established as a transfusion alternative in the clinic, platelets with 2bF9 could be used therapeutically in patients with hemophilia B and the half-life of that FIX would be prolonged.
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**Figure legends**

**Figure 1. Generation of 2bF9 transgenic mice.** (A) Schematic representation of 2bF9 lentiviral vector. A 2.8 kb hFIX cDNA including a 1.4 kb truncated intron 1 between exon 1 (E1) and the remaining exons (E2-8) is under control of the αIIb promoter (αIIbPr). (B) PCR analysis of mouse genomic DNA showing 2bF9 transgene is detected in 5 founder mice. The expected 0.35 kb band is seen. Lane 1-5, five founder mice; Lane 6, FIXnull mouse control; Lane 7, pWPT-2bF9 plasmid DNA control; Lane 8, water control. M, Hi-Lo DNA marker. (C) FIX expression in the platelets of 5 founders. Founders HW1473 and HW1474 were developed into the 2 transgenic lines referred to in Figure 2A as 2bF9-H and 2bF9-L, respectively. “plts” indicates platelets. (D) Integration sites of 2bF9 transgene. Top: 2bF9 transgene integration site of 2bF9-L mice in the third intron of the *Samd4b* gene on Chromosome 7. Transgene is in reverse transcriptional orientation to *Samd4b*. Bottom: Transgene integration site of 2bF9-H mice between the hypothetical gene *D15Mgi27* and the *Esp11* gene on chromosome 15. 2bF9 was oriented reverse to both genes.

**Figure 2. Characterization of FIX in 2bF9 transgenic mice and BMT recipients.** (A) Quantitative evaluation of human FIX:Ag levels in mouse platelets. FIX:Ag was detected in platelet lysates from 2bF9 mice and BMT recipients. BMT-L, FIXnull mice
that received 2bF9-L BM; BMT-H, FIXnull mice that received 2bF9-H BM; WT, wild-type mice. (B) Platelet FIX was released from 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice by platelet agonist activation. (C) Comparison of platelet FIX:C to FIX:Ag level in 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice. FIX:C were measured by APTT assay and chromogenic assay (Chrom). Platelets from WT and FIXnull mice were used as negative controls. (D) Western blot of FIX in platelet releasate and lysates. Lane 1, releasate of stimulated platelets from 2bF9-H mice; Lane 2, platelet lysate of 2bF9-H mice; Lane 3, platelet lysate of 2bF9-L mice; Lane 4, FIX from normal human plasma (Haematologic Technologies) as a control; Lane 5, platelet lysate from FIXnull mice. (E) Quantitative evaluation of FIX:Ag levels in mouse plasma. FIX:Ag was detected in both 2bF9 and BMT recipient plasma. (F) Platelet FIX:Ag as a percentage of whole blood FIX:Ag in 2bF9 and BMT mice. These results demonstrate that FIX was detected in 2bF9 transgenic platelets and is releasable.

**Figure 3. Immunostaining of FIX in 2bF9 mice.** (A-F) Confocal microscopy study of FIX in platelets. Platelets isolated from 2bF9-H (A-C) and FIXnull mice (D-F) were immunofluorescently stained for FIX (green) and VWF (red). The merged images (C and F) show FIX was expressed in 2bF9 transgenic platelets and colocalized with VWF. Bars, 15 µm. (G-L) Confocal microscopy study of FIX in mononuclear cells. Mononuclear cells and platelets isolated from 2bF9-H (G-I) or FIXnull (J-L) mice were stained for FIX (green). FIX was detected in 2bF9-H platelets, but no FIX was detected in mononuclear cells. Bars, 10 µm. (M-P) Immunoelectron microscopy study of FIX in platelets. Platelets from 2bF9-H (M and N) and FIXnull mice (O and P) were immunogold stained for FIX (5 nm colloidal gold, indicated by arrows) and VWF (10 nm colloidal gold,
indicated by arrowheads). FIX colocalized with VWF in α-granules. Bars, 100 nm. (Q-T) Femoral marrow from 2bF9-H (Q, S and T) and FIXnull mice (R) were immunostained for FIX (Q and R) or with an isotype control (S). 2bF9-H marrow was also stained with hematoxylin and eosin (T) to demonstrate the morphology of megakaryocytes. FIX protein was demonstrated in megakaryocytes of 2bF9-H mice. Arrows point to representative megakaryocytes in each figure. Bars, 50 µm. These results demonstrate that FIX was expressed in platelet lineage cells and stored in the platelet α-granules of 2bF9 transgenic mice.

Figure 4. The development of FIX specific antibodies after identical immunizations with rhFIX in the presence of adjuvant. All of these mice received two immunizations of rhFIX (BeneFIX) with adjuvant. All FIXnull mice and 3 of 6 BMT-L mice developed FIX antibodies. None of the 2bF9-L, 2bF9-H, or BMT-H mice developed antibodies. These results indicate that at some threshold level of expression, 2bF9 may induce immune tolerance in FIXnull mice.

Figure 5. Phenotypic correction of hemophilia B mice. (A) All 2bF9-L and 2bF9-H mice survived the tail clip test. FIXnull-rhFIX are FIXnull mice infused with 1.6% rhFIX (BeneFIX) intravenously. (B) All BMT-L and BMT-H mice survived the tail clip test. BMT-FIXnull are FIXnull mice that received BMT from FIXnull mice as a control. (C) ROTEM clotting time of whole blood. 2bF9-H/WT indicates 2bF9-H mice on wild-type background. Bars represent the mean in each group. Clotting times were significantly decreased in 2bF9-H compared to FIXnull mice (P < .01); No difference was found
between WT and 2bF9-H/WT (P = .46). (D) Washed mouse platelets were transfused into FIXnull mice to attain the level of 30% of total recipient platelets. Tail clippings were performed at 10 minutes (10m), 24 hours (24h) and 48 hours (48h) after 2bF9-H platelet infusion. 2bF9-H platelets were also infused into rhFIX-immunized FIXnull mice (immunized FIXnull), which had developed anti-FIX inhibitors ranging from 2 to 12 BU/ml. FIXnull platelets were infused into FIXnull mice (FIXnull platelet infusion) as a control. For the latter 2 groups, tail clippings were performed 10 minutes after infusion. No mice survived in these 2 groups. (E) 2bF9-H mice that received splenocytes from immunized FIXnull mice and had developed FIX inhibitory antibodies were challenged with tail clipping. Splenocyte-transplanted mice with inhibitor titers less than 1 BU/ml were used as controls. Only 2 of 10 mice that maintained inhibitors higher than 1 BU/ml survived tail clipping. These results demonstrate that platelet-derived FIX improved hemostasis in hemophilia B mice, but is less effective in mice with anti-FIX inhibitory antibodies.
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Factor IX ectopically expressed in platelets can be stored in α-granules and corrects the phenotype of hemophilia B mice
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